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1. Introduction. A well-known example of a wild Cantor set in E3

is that described by Antoine in [2]. This example has become known

as Antoine's necklace. In this paper we introduce the concept of

defining sequences for Cantor sets in E3. Using defining sequences, we

define a large class of Cantor sets in E3, to be referred to as Antoine's

necklaces, which are closely related to the original example of

Antoine. A necessary and sufficient condition is given for two of these

Cantor sets to be equivalently imbedded in E3. Finally, we conclude

with a result that shows the existence of uncountably many inequiva-

lent upper semicontinuous decompositions of E3.

If A is a subset of E3, we shall use CI A, Bd A, and Int A to denote

the closure, boundary and interior, respectively, of A. Interior may

refer either to the combinatorial interior of a manifold with boundary

or to the bounded complementary domain of a compact 2-manifold in

E3; the correct interpretation will be clear in each case from context.

For terms not defined in this paper (particularly those dealing with

linked chains and winding) one may refer to [ll].

2. Defining sequences. A sequence Mi, M2, Ms, ■ ■ • of compact

3-manifolds with boundary is a defining sequence for the Cantor set M

in E3 if and only if (1) for each positive integer i, Mi is the union of a

finite number of mutually exclusive polyhedral cubes with handles,

(2) for each positive integer i, Aft+iCInt M{, and (3) M=f[?LiMi.

One may compare this definition to that of a defining sequence for

an upper semicontinuous decomposition of E3, [4]. It is known ([3]

or [lO]) that every Cantor set in E3 has a defining sequence. Two such

sequences Mi, M2, A73, • • • and Nx, N2, Ns, ■ ■ ■ are said to be

equivalent if for each positive integer i there is a homeomorphism hi

of E3 onto itself such that (1) for each positive integer i, hi+1\ (E3 — M{)

= hi\ (E3 — Mi), and (2) for each positive integer i, hi(Mt) = N{. It is

not difficult to show that this notion yields an equivalence relation

on the class of defining sequences of cantor sets in E3. We shall use

the notation j Mi) to denote the defining sequence Mi, M2, M%, ■ • •

and {iii",}-—'{TVi} to denote that {il7,} and {/V,} are equivalent

defining sequences.

The following theorem may be compared with Theorem 3 of [6].
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Theorem 1. The Cantor sets M and N are equivalently imbedded in

E3 if and only if there exist defining sequences { M, \ and {Nf} for M

and N respectively with { Mi} ~ {A7*}.

Proof. Suppose first of all that M and N are equivalently im-

bedded in E3 and let h be a homeomorphism of F' onto itself carrying

M onto N.

Let {Mi] be a defining sequence for M. If for each positive integer

i we let Ni = h(Mi) and ht = h, it is easily seen that {A7,-} is a defining

sequence for N equivalent to {M,}.

Now suppose M and N possess equivalent defining sequences { Mt}

and {A,} respectively, where the equivalence is shown by the se-

quence of homeomorphisms {hi}. We define the function h from E3

onto itself as follows: If xEE3 — M, let i be an integer such that

xEMi and let h(x) = /?;(x). If xEM, let h(x) =limt-_00fti(x). The func-

tion h so defined is a homeomorphism of E3 onto itself and h(M) =N.

Unfortunately, each Cantor set in E3 has many nonequivalent

defining sequences; so one is able to use the above theorem to distin-

guish between two imbeddings of the Cantor set in E3 only if one

compares all possible defining sequences for each. In the following

section we shall define a collection of Cantor sets, each with a canoni-

cal defining sequence which one can use to distinguish imbeddings.

3. Antoine's necklace. The examples described in this section are

suggested by the wild Cantor set, often referred to as Antoine's neck-

lace, described by Antoine in [2].

Simple closed curves Jx and J2 in E3 are said to be of simple

linking type if and only if there is a homeomorphism h of E3 onto

itself such that h(Jx) = {(x, y, z)\x2+y2 = l, 2 = 0} and h(J2)

= {(x, y, 2)| (y — l)2+z2=l, x = 0}. Note that Jx and J2 are of simple

linking type if and only if J2 and Jx are of simple linking type. Dis-

joint solid tori Tx and T2 in E3 are of simple linking type if and only

if the centers of Tx and T2 are of simple linking type. A linked chain

of re 2:3 solid tori is of simple chain type if and only if each linked pair

of solid tori in the chain is of simple linking type.

Now, let F be a solid torus in E3. Let Z:TX, • ■ • , Tn (re ̂ 3) be a

linked chain of simple chain type in Int T with winding number,

W(Z, T)>0, and let ilf, = UF,-. Let Z,:F,i, • • • , Fin. (w^3) be a
linked chain of simple chain type in Int F,- with W(Zit F,) >0 and let

Jlfs = UF,/. Let Zif. Tax, • • • , Tijnij (re,-; ̂ 3) be a linked chain of

simple chain type in Int Ttj with W(Zijt F,-y)>0, let Mz = \]Tijk, and

so on. This is to be done in such a way that if d{ denotes the maximum

of the set of diameters of components of M,, then dt—>0 as i—> °°. Then
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AT" = 0/11 Mi is a Cantor set with defining sequence {il7t-}. Under these

conditions, we shall say that M is an Antoine's necklace with canonical

defining sequence {Mi}. The usual Antoine's necklace that has been

described in the literature is one in which »</...* =4 and

W(Zij...k, 7V..*) = 1.
The Antoine's necklaces have some interesting properties. They

are all wildly imbedded in E3. If M is an Antoine's necklace with

defining sequence {Af,}, i is a positive integer, and 7 is a simple

closed curve on Bd Mi which bounds no disk on Bd J7t, then J cannot

be shrunk to a point in E3 — M. Also, M is not separated in E3 by any

2-sphere.

The following theorem shows that the canonical defining sequences

determine the imbedding classes of the Antoine's necklaces. I am told

that a similar theorem has also been proven by Professors Steve

Armentrout and R. H. Bing.

Theorem 2. Suppose M and N are Antoine's necklaces in E3 with

canonical defining sequences {Mi} and {Nt} respectively. Then M and

N are equivalently imbedded in E3 if and only if { Mi} ~ {7Vt-}.

Proof. The "if" portion of the conclusion follows from Theorem 1.

Suppose then that M and N are equivalently imbedded in E3. It

clearly suffices to suppose that M = N; that is, that {Mt} and {A7,}

are defining sequences for the same Cantor set. Recalling that Mx and

Nx are polyhedral, we may further suppose that Bd Mx is in general

position with respect to Bd Ni. This guarantees that (Bd Mx)C\ (Bd Nx)

is the union of a finite collection of mutually exclusive simple closed

curves 7i, • • • , Jq.

We now describe a sequence of piecewise linear homeomorphisms

of E3 onto itself. The composition of these homeomorphisms, in the

order they are described, will be a homeomorphism hi of E3 onto

itself which is the identity on M and which carries Mi onto Ni. We

first carry Mi onto a set whose boundary fails to intersect Bd Ni.

This is accomplished, in the following paragraph, by removing the

simple closed curves Ji, • • • , Jt one at a time.

Suppose some 7G {7i, • • • , Jq} bounds a disk on Bd Nx. We may

choose such a J with the property that if D is the disk on Bd 7V"i

bounded by 7, then (Int D)C\(Bd Mx) =0. Since 7 can be shrunk to

a point in E3 — M, J must bound a disk, say D', on Bd Mx. The in-

terior of the 2-sphere D\JD' misses M, so there is a homeomorphism

of E3 onto itself, fixed on M, that pushes D' onto D. Pushing to one

side or the other of the component of Bd A^i containing J, we adjust

Mx so that the adjusted Bd Mx intersects Bd Nx in at least one less
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component than the original. Following this procedure, we adjust Mx

so that the adjusted Bd Mx contains no simple closed curve that

bounds a disk on (Bd ifi)W(Bd Nx). For ease of notation we shall

continue to denote the adjusted Mx by Mx. Now let J be one of the

remaining elements of [Jx, ■ • • , Jq}. There is a J'E {Ji, ■ • • , /«}

such that JKJJ' is the boundary of an annulus A on Bd Nx with

(Int A)Qlnt Mx. The simple closed curves J and J' lie on the same

component, T, of Mx and Bd T = A"UA" where A' and A" are annuli

bounded by J^JJ'. The interior of one of the tori AKJA' and A\J A"

(say, e.g., A\JA') misses M. Without disturbing M, we push A

onto A' and then push slightly further to remove JVJJ' from

(Bd Mx)C\(Bd Nx). Continuing this procedure, we adjust Mx so that

(Bd Afi)n(Bd Nx)=0.
Suppose some component, say F, of Mx lies in Int Nx and is null-

homotopic in Int Nx. Then, any other component of Mx linking F

must lie in the same component of Ai as T. But this places all of M in

a single component of Nx, a contradiction. Similarly, no component

of Nx lying in Int Mx is null-homotopic in Int Mx.

Now suppose some component T of Ai contains more than one

component of Mx. The solid torus T is linked by some component of

Nx, hence by some component of Mx. By the above paragraph, this

component of Mx links each component of Mx in T. Hence, there are

at least three components of Mx each of which links a single compo-

nent of Mx. This is a contradiction, since each solid torus in a linked

chain links only two elements of the chain. Similarly no component

of Mx contains more than a single component of Nx.

We have now established a 1-1 correspondence between compo-

nents of Mx and Nx. We now show that corresponding components

are concentric. Suppose then that T is a component of Mx containing

in its interior F', a component of Nx. We need only show that

W(C, T) = 1, where C is the center of V. Let T" be a component of

Ai so that V and T" are of simple linking type. There is a polyhedral

disk D with Bd D a longitudinal simple closed curve of Bd T" and

DC\C a one point set. We may suppose D to be in general position

with respect to Bd F. By Theorem 1 of [8], each component of

Df~\Bd T either bounds a disk on Bd F, or circles Bd F once longi-

tudinally and not at all meridionally, or circles Bd T once meridio-

nally and not at all longitudinally. We use a standard cutting off tech-

nique to remove simple closed curves on D which bound disks on

Bd F. If some component of DC\Bd T is longitudinal on Bd F, this

component can be shrunk to a point in E3 — C, a contradiction since

Bd D cannot be shrunk to a point in E3 — C. Hence, the components
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of 7>P\Bd T are meridional on Bd T and the result is a meridional

disk of T which intersects C in a single point. This shows that

W(C, T) = l. We now complete the construction of hi by shoving il7i

onto Nx using the fact that components of Mx and Nx lie in concentric

pairs.

In a manner similar to the above construction we may construct a

homeomorphism fh of E3 onto itself which agrees with hx outside of

Mx, which leaves M fixed, and which moves M2 onto N2, • • • , etc.

This shows that {M{} ~ {N{}.

Corollary 1. There are uncountably many inequivalently imbedded

Antoine's necklaces in E3.

The final results of this section are concerned with the notion of

equivalent upper semicontinuous decompositions of E3. This concept

was first introduced in [6], and the reader will find there the appropri-

ate definitions as well as some related results.

Suppose G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of E3 with a

defining sequence {il7,}, where {Mi} satisfies all of the conditions

imposed on a canonical defining sequence for an Antoine's necklace

except the condition d—>0 as *'—->«>. Then G is an Antoine decomposi-

tion of E3 with canonical defining sequence {Mi}. An example of an

Antoine decomposition of E3 appears in [5]. The following theorem

follows from the proof of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 of [6].

Theorem 3. Suppose Gx and G2 are Antoine decompositions of E3

with canonical defining sequences {Mt} and {Nf}. Then Gx and G2 are

equivalent if and only if {M{} and {N{} are equivalent.

Corollary 2. There exist uncountably many inequivalent Antoine

decompositions of E3.
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